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WHY IS IT
DANGEROUS? Minor Shirk

This can be a bad
habbit that needs to
be broken.
Sometimes we can
uncounciously
commit minor shirk.
For example, you
start your salah for
Allah, subhanna wa
Ta'ala. THen later
on you loose your
focus and begin to
perfect your salah
for another person
who is watching you
or is in the same
room as you. It could
be as simple as fixing
your posture as you
stand or bow.
Perhaps, suddenly
your prayer is a bit
longer than usual
due to another being
being present.  

Shirk is dangerous simply because Allah

says, "Verily, Allah forgives not the one

who commits shirk with Hime, but He

forgives anything else to whom He

pleases." (Suratul Nisa: 48) Although it

may not seem as if you are setting up

partners with Allah when your actions

are done for people, but that is a form

of shirk. May Allah protect us all, amen.

WHAT IS SHIRK?

Shirk is when you associate any partner with Allah,
subhanna wa Ta'ala. People who worship other than
Allah, let's say an idol, are committing shirk. One who
goes to an imam, sheikh, or mawlana, thinking they
can intercede for them, are committing shirk. Now,
those are examples of major shirk. Minor shirk is a bit
more sneaky and less hard to identify. When you're
doing something wrong and get startled the
moment someone walks in the room, that
startlement that you experince is minor shirk. You
weren't aknowledging that Allah is All-Seer at the
moment, you were only scared by of the person
who may have seen you. 

Did you know?
Science is proving the benefits of earthing -
sujood. While connecting with Allah in sujood,
your blood is thinking, which helps your blood
flow! It reduces inflimation in the body as well
as stress. Do more research on your own!



So, what can
you do?

#1 Rule:  Do not despair from Allah's Mercy!
Allah tells us not to loose hope in Him. Turn to

Him in forgiveness.  He will  forgive you.

The key to correcting your negative behaviors is realizing that you
have one. By learning and seeking beneficial knowledge, you can

unserstand right from wrong and, InshAllah, implement it. 
 

When you catch yourself doing something wrong, immediatley ask
Allah for forgiveness, repeatedly.

 
Know that Allah Hears everything, Knows everything, Sees everything,
and has Power over all things. Allah is all you need. He is the one who

makes things happen and not happen. 
 

When it's time to pray, don't mind what others are going to think of
you. Prayer is a gift from your Creator. When you want to good

something kind, don't mind what others may say about you. Allah is
the one rewarding you!



In your grave, you will be asked:
Who is your Lord?

What is your Religion?
Who is this man who was sent among you 

(Prophet Muhammad)?
 

You can only answer these questions 
if you lived by the answers!

 
Be mindful of your actions.



Word Bank: Allah, shirk, sujood, despair, good, faith,
actions, beings, association, knowledge, forgiveness,

partner, religion, reward, danger, implement



Be aware of your actions. Do not give yourself excuses for the wrong
you have done. Always work on being better. Learn what it means to

be better and learn how to be better. When you are about to do
something, intentionally make your intention for Allah. When the
shaytan whispers anything to you, redirect yourself and remind

yourself of your original intention. This is the jihad of the nafs - the
struggle with your own self in making yourself better. You got this!

Important Lesson

Learn Something New


